Lesson 3 — Duality of Man
Unit Chapel
Oct 23-34 8pm
"Adam & Eve"
"以及 — Breathe"

Tentoays —
"By periods God created that which produced the suns; then that which produced the earth. "
"Aeon - Ages - Days"

All visible things were first picture in mind, that is image. "God created man in his likeness and after his image"
Modern scientists hint that there may be an invisible sun in the ether from which our sun gets its energy.

Paul teaches that man has a spiritual body—"the Lord's body"—which is the image and likeness, "male and female."
Leese's Translation:

"And the spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters.

Sir James Jeans says:

Creative energy vibrates in character. Ether is composed of waves of vibration.

"We live in a universe of waves and nothing but waves."


The Bible points to the Sacred Name as the Manifest expression of Divine Power. The Sacred Name is a formula of thoughts and words in which He is spiritually imprisoned. A Summary of Wisdom and Power, One ako
mentally and spiritually "turns in" and through a name, as is evidenced with hidden spirit power an actor can perform miracles.

The purpose of a name is to call up by a single word all the characteristics of the thing named. Thus the better acquainted one is with the thing named, the more the name means to him. Those who use the name God and Christ as a byword in blasphemy do not reap the reward of using
levity because the Lord do not carry to their minds the tremendous power of the mighty One who is the Ruler of all existence. Thus one who has no spiritual consciousness but on the contrary is charged with Satanic thought might dare God to strike him down and give no reaction from his listless mood. But should one whose thought deeply about God and changes his course with his opponent's life,
our power, if he does not make such a challenge, would receive a terrific shock in both soul and body.

YEVE or TEBORAH means the self-existent one who reveals himself.

ELOHIM means the creative mind, marshaling its attributes for action on TEBORAH, that same mind in its capacity.

As there were seven degrees or days of identification of ELOHIM so there are seven antipositive traits.
Tehorah - Purify - Teherah - provide - heals
Tehorah - hepha - "(ban)" Empowers
Tehorah - Nissi - "(victory) Peace"
"Rā-ak - (Quick) Shepherd"
"tsidkenn - righteousness"
Shamma - presence

Yod - Ha - Wau - He

Yod - * all 1st manipulation of life
He - I - door - life coming
Wau - I - Quineaut
He - * multiplication of being in unity
In Greek mythology Eve is represented by Athena, who is represented as springing forth fully armed from the feet of the god Zeus. Athena is the patron of all the industrious ones which woman provides. Eve in Hebrew means the mother of all living. The soul Serpent - Sensation - Deception - Enticing - Pleasant - To eye and good to make one wise.